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Letter of Submittal
TechComm Partners (TCP), located in Smithfield, RI is pleased to respond to RFP NO: WS957144645 for
the development of online eLearning module(s) to train the University of Washington Department of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences fellows and AIMS Center healthcare providers.
With over 20 years of experience in Learning Services, TCP strives to maintain the highest quality in the
design, development and delivery of eLearning to our customers. And we are pleased to respond to
this proposal. When you combine our creative learning design expertise with our use of industrystandard technologies, we can offer the University of Washington (UW) fellows and AIMS Center
healthcare providers a self-enabled, evidence-based learning experience by meeting the
requirements of this proposal as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Development of an Online, Self-Paced Learning Module
TCP will collaborate with UW staff and subject matter experts to develop an online, selfpaced learning module for its fellows and healthcare providers using a distinct methodology
and a variety of learning tools, as outlined in Section B below.
Project Management
TCP’s immersive project management procedures and use of the Teamworks platform
ensure complete transparency throughout the instructional design experience and to a
punctual, in-budget completion.
Instructional Design and User Experience Consultation
TCP employs seasoned learning analysts and instructional design staff who will guide UW on
the best methods and approaches for effective, usable training in cognitive and behavioral
therapy, skill practice, learner assessment, feedback and course correction. We will ensure
maximum web browser and mobile compatibility in this process.
Completion of Unfinished Curriculum and Content Integration
TCP’s graphic and instructional designers will incorporate UW’s unfinished course material
(Didactic/ Presentation/ Video) with newly designed eLearning content, including
storyboards and graphic design elements, to ensure uniformity and alignment.
LMS and Video Programming
As outlined in Section B.10, TCP uses a variety of LMS tools to facilitate industry-standard
programming of eLearning modules. Our staff is prepared to collaborate with UW in-house
video production to ensure seamless integration as outlined in the “Video Integration
Timeline” proposed in Section B.7.
Summative Assessment
TCP will use xAPI to ensure trainee scores and skills assessments are reportable from the
module to the LMS.

Upon completion of the project and orientation with UW staff, all source codes and files will be
released to UW for the ongoing maintenance and updating of the module.
Thank you again for the opportunity to submit this proposal.
Best regards,
Gertrude Mandeville
Chief Learning Officer
TechComm Partners, Inc.
1 Thurber Blvd, Suite C
Smithfield, RI 02917
Phone: 401-232-9060 | Fax: 401-232 0524
trudy@tcplearning.com
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Management Proposal
A) Executive Summary
TCP and its staff have more than 20 years of experience designing evidence-based
eLearning modules for institutions of higher education and healthcare. Our portfolio
illustrates a range of instructional design services for clients like The University of Texas at
Austin Dana Center, Wheelock College, Massachusetts General, the Texas Higher
Education Coordination Board, GE Healthcare and Miami University. We use effective
instructional approaches and industry-standard technology to produce contextualized
learning experiences for learners and trainees like the University of Washington
psychology fellows.
TCP’s Chief Learning Offer, Trudy Mandeville, is currently pursuing an Ed.D. in
Educational Psychology and Technology which guides TCP’s evidence-based
philosophy and methodology. It also provides the University of Washington with a
tailored approach to curriculum development from a psychology and behavioral
science-based proficiency.
TCP is fully licensed to conduct business in the State of Washington with no known
conflicts of interest and a proven track record of substantive curriculum development
and project management in online and blended learning.

B) Detailed Responses to Questions
1. Describe a similar project you have developed and delivered with high customer
satisfaction for the outcome.
TCP recently conducted three technology-supported learning projects through a
partnership with the University of Texas at Austin—Charles A. Dana Center. The first was
the creation of a professional development program for Rhode Island K-12 teachers
and leaders. The second was a strategic consultation project for the development of
active learning techniques in associate and baccalaureate math faculty. And the
third, detailed below, was an e-learning service for the Department of Defense
Educational Agency (DoDEA)’s elementary and secondary math programs—with an
added component of educator and district leadership training.
TCP’s responsibilities during this process included:
•

Producing interactive video workshops
o Capturing two day face-to-face workshops with video
o Editing each workshop and converting to smaller interactive formats
o Ensuring 508 compliance for each module including closed captioning
o Performing internal quality control
o Uploading each workshop to the client’s LMS

•

Providing visual design services for all PowerPoint slides used in Webinar delivery
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•

Converting webinar sessions to e-learning interactive formats
o Completing an updated outline and framework for each session ensuring
move from synchronous, facilitated presentation to asynchronous
approach
o Collaborating with Dana Center team for approval of updated framework
o Producing module by topic following agile, iterative process.
o Conducting internal quality control
o Collaborating with Dana Center team for approval of first draft
o Capturing edits and providing external review for client
o Modifying and uploading to client’s LMS

2. Describe your approach to needs analysis, including requirements gathering and
understanding customer needs, and iterative design/development strategies. How
and at what point in the project do you distinguish informal/formal revision requests,
and what is your process for handling them?
TCP uses an evidence-based approach and a universal design for learning.

An Agile Approach
TCP uses an Agile, iterative approach to content development, ensuring the client is
part of the project through every step of the process. Feedback and revisions are vital
components, and TCP has proven project management systems to ensure targets and
milestones are met on time with opportunities for feedback and transparency
throughout.
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The “Paddie” Model
TCP’s approach to developing an online, self-paced eLearning module to train health
care providers in evidence-based behavioral therapies will use advanced educational
and LMS technologies and a proven methodology for content development that
adopts an iterative process of Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and
Evaluation:

TCP operates under the self-coined PADDIE Model, with an emphasis on Planning as the
pivotal component of the learning design process. We believe precision in the initial
planning phase coupled with exceptional project management throughout the revision
process ensures a successful outcome. During the Planning stage, TCP will gather the
fundamental learning requirements of the University of Washington based on the
completed and unfinished curriculum. From there, TCP will formulate a customized
learning approach designed to best suit your remaining needs.
3. Describe the instructional design resources and approach you would apply to the
project.
TCP approaches instructional design with a team of experienced staff who specialize in
its designated areas:

Role

Description

Learning Analyst

This person is responsible for maintaining the
instructional integrity and pedagogical value
of each project including the module design
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and development.
Learning Producer

The learning producer serves just as one
envisions a movie director and producer. They
are responsible for both the business side of a
project as well as the creative side. They work
closely with the learning analyst to ensure that
each project means the client’s vision.

Project Manager

The project manager is responsible for
managing resources, budgets and milestones.
This person monitors the tasks associated with
each deliverable and milestone for both LMS
Administration and E-Learning Development

Instructional Designers

This designer is responsible for ensuring that
each learning component meets quality and
pedagogical standards. They create the
storyboards and then manage their vision to
the final deliverable by collaborating with the
learning producer and instructional
technology team

Instructional Writer

The instructional writer is responsible for the
creation of original content including narration
and visual descriptions. The instructional writer
also performs copy and technical editing of
subject matter expert supplied content.

Graphic Designers and Animators

The graphic designer is responsible for the
design scheme of any project which includes
color and visual effects. They work closely with
the Learning Producer that this aligns with the
client’s culture as well as their vision.

Instructional Technologists

The instructional technologist is responsible the
production of a variety of instructional
products ranging from complete online
modules to smaller, discrete learning objects.

Audio Talent and Producer

This role involves production of professional
audio that is suitable in an academic and
professional environment.
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4. Describe the project management approach you would use with the project.
TCP believes success in the design process is wholly dependent on an efficient project
management. Our project management system, Teamworks (www.teamworks.com), is
accessible to clients for complete transparency in each iteration of the revision process.
Both University of Washington staff and the TCP staff outlined above have access to this
online planning space, where projects and documents are stored, revised and tracked:

5. Describe the technologies you would use to develop the project.
TCP has been designing, developing and delivering using both proprietary and
commercially-available authoring tools. As a result of our experience, we have elected
to focus on the commercially-available products, making the transition from our hands
to our customers a simple one. The flexibility of these tools is now at a point where time
and effort become critical and can be saved but does not sacrifice quality or
interactivity.
As an example, please review a sample of a game that we built using Articulate
Storyline which is embedded in a web portal at www.smartdrvr.com. This game was
designed for 18-36 year old males who have the highest incidence of seat belt
traumatic brain injury or death resulting from lack of seat belt use. This game was used
by a non-profit agency to deliver via the web portal or using a tablet as part of locally
sponsored safety events.
Our tool repertoire and experience includes three of the major vendors which are:
•
•

Articulate (Storyline, Studio, etc.)
Adobe (Captivate)
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•

Trivantis (Lectora)

6. Indicate your ability to work with UW staff to plan and implement an evaluation of
the e-learning’s usability or user-friendliness.
Successful collaboration with our clients constitutes the cornerstone of our business. As a
result, we have adopted a process and set of tools that allow us to work across time
zones and geographic regions and within the confines of the workload of our subject
matter experts and partners. The below outlines the steps we’ve taken to ensure we are
able to work with UW staff on all tasks and functions associated with the design,
development and delivery of the modules.

Examples
Twenty plus years of experience have taught us valuable factors to consider when it
comes to customer and user satisfaction. Each time we complete a project, we debrief
to answer these four questions:
1) What did we do right?
2) What did we do wrong?
3) What can we change?
4) What resources do we need to manage those changes?
As a result, we as a company have evolved into these answers:
•

The customer’s needs, including budget, deadlines and quality, are
always our first priority.

•

Quality control is a challenge; which is why we’ve incorporated our
project management system (Teamworks) and our review systems
(ReviewLink and Articulate Review) to manage edits.

•

Deadlines are a challenge; which is why we approach each project
with the Agile Method. This allows us to collaborate with our clients
faster and address their concerns earlier in the development process.

•

The review process is a challenge; which is why we updated our design
process to remove storyboarding from the approval cycle. In spite of
our best efforts, final screen visualization becomes a hindrance for
content area experts (rather than an assurance of quality). With that
said, we still complete internal storyboards with: (1) an iterative process
(smaller “chunks” of content); (2) an approved set of visual templates
and, (3) a review tool that directly captures SME comments so we can
more efficiently and effectively provide best results.

We always strive to solve any instructional technology “bumps” that may appear along
the road, regardless of who is responsible for them. If we can help, we do. For example,
after a project for the Maryland Department of Education (MSDE) was completed,
many LMS issues arose unrelated to the work we completed with them. We would often
assist their internal staff with a solution or collaborate with the vendor on their behalf.
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We believe support like this is critical to the success of the project, the client and,
ultimately, the learner.
7. Describe how you would accommodate the UW’s parallel video development
process and integrate the video components into the application, including a
proposed timeline for doing so.
TCP uses Vimeo and YouTube for the private sharing of videos throughout the
development process. Depending on user needs, closed captioning can be easily
managed as well.

Timeline for Parallel Video Integration
We plan to use the commercial authoring tool, Articulate Storyline, which compresses
file size without degradation. Our experience with inserting video is a simple process but
requires planning to identify file type and testing within the tools. Also, as part of the
planning process, we would request an estimate on the number of videos. This can
sometimes impact how video files are optimally handled within the tool as well as the
overall performance. Once we have an execution plan and complete some testing,
adding video will be the final step in the process as will be reflected in the final project
plan.
8. Outline the manner in which you require UW to submit content for the module.
TCP combines the use of the Teamworks platform referenced above with its affiliated
document management systems, DropBox, GoogleDrive and Box:
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9. Indication that all resources, tools and materials developed for the e-learning
module will be the intellectual property of UW, and that the e-learning course will be
owned, operated, maintained and updated by UW, with no extra maintenance fees
charged to the UW after delivery of the final product.
All resources, tools and materials developed for the e-learning module will be the
intellectual property of UW. The e-learning course will be owned, operated, maintained
and updated by UW, with no extra maintenance fees charged to the UW after delivery
of the final product.
TCP anticipates changes and modifications of up to 25% and we include them in our
original cost estimate.
10. Describe your experience with LMS integration.
TCP designs and manages structured learning environments, with years of proven
experience providing LMS technology (both hosted and SaaS), LMS help desk and
testing center services to our clients. Our LMS administration streamlines and automates
many critical processes vital to the success of the learning experience.
TCP’s use of LMS technology allows for the handling and design of instructional content,
managing of registration, automation of emails, and tracking of user progress
throughout the training process.
The chart (below) shows examples of TCP’s use of LMS software in the education sector:

LMS

Client

Description

Blackboard

Maryland State
Department of
Education

Multi-year contract; acted as
course administrators uploaded
and managing updates.

Canvas

Miami University

Course produced and uploaded to
Canvas.
Note: CEO has personal Canvas site
both as facilitator and as student in
doctoral program.

Schoology

DoDEA

Multi-year contract; acted as
course administrators uploaded
and managing updates.

SoftChalk

Maryland Department
of Education

Multi-year contract; acted as
course administrators uploaded
and managing updates.

IntraLearn/Sharepoint Rhode Island High
School Students
Remedial Math

Multi-year contract; acted as
course administrators uploaded
and managing updates. Also
provided reporting on a monthly
and quarterly basis.
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C) Work Schedule
1. Provide a working schedule that aligns with staff availability.
The following table proposes a weekly meeting schedule with the University project
manager and a project review component for University of Washington subject matter
expert (outlined with dates in work plan).
Note: Work schedule for SME Reviewers is completed individually based on their time.
We will be available for questions and “chat” as needed.
Date
4/3/2017

Project
Manager
Kickoff meeting

Meeting
Location
Zoom Virtual
Meeting

End of
Week 1
Weekly
(Dates in
Work
Plan)
Weekly
(Dates in
Work
Plan)
Weekly
(Dates in
Work
Plan)
Weekly
(Dates in
Work
Plan)
Weekly
(Dates in
Work
Plan)
Weekly
(Dates in
Work
Plan)

SME Reviewers

Location

Approve templates
and Introduce
review tool
First Draft Topic 1

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

Proof templates

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

Project status &
risk report

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

First Draft Topic 2

Project status &
risk report

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

First Draft Topic 3

Project status &
risk report

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

First Draft Topic 4

Project status &
risk report

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

UAT

Project status &
risk report

Zoom Virtual
Meeting

Final Upload

Asynchronous
review time
with TCP
review tool
Asynchronous
review time
with TCP
review tool
Asynchronous
review time
with TCP
review tool
Asynchronous
review time
with TCP
review tool
Asynchronous
review time
with TCP
review tool
Asynchronous
review time
with TCP
review tool
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D) Project Team Structure
1. Describe the proposed project team structure. Include a copy of the resume for the
key staff proposed for the work.

Role

Personnel

Years of Experience

Instructional Designer

Gertrude Mandeville

30 years

Learning Producer

Gail Rao

10 years

Project Manager

Kayla DiLorenzo

2 years

Graphic Designer
Senior Instructional
Technologist
Instructional Technologist

Corey Smiley
Jon Mandeville

3 years
15 years

Jon Bergeron; George Knipfing

2 years

Note: Resumes available in appendix

E) Clients
1. Provide a list of relevant clients within the past twenty-four (24) months.

Client

Type of Project

Miami University

E-Learning Module Development

RI Department of Education

Partnered with University of Texas at Austin:
Charles A. Dana Center and e-Learning
Professional Development, Instructional Video

Department of Defense Educational
Agency (DoDEA)

Partnered with University of Texas at Austin:
Charles A. Dana Center and e-Learning
Professional Development, Instructional Video

F) Standards
1. Provide a copy of Service Provider’s warranty.
TCP’s service provider warranty will be provided within the contractual period. TCP does
include, as part of its service warranty, a commitment to providing up to 25% of the
technical edits required for up to one year upon completion of the project. This is a
standard arrangement and will be clearly defined within a contract addendum.
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G) Related Information
1. If Service Provider contracted with the UW during the past twenty-four (24) months,
indicate the name of the UW Department, the contract number and project
description and/or other information available to identify the contract.
We have not contracted with University of Washington.
2. If the Service Provider’s staff was an employee of the University of Washington during
the past 24 months, or is currently a University of Washington employee, identify the
individual by name, the UW Department previously or currently employed by, job
title or position held and separation date.
No TCP employees or contractors have been employed by University of Washington
during the past 24 months.

H) References
Please note: letters of referral are provided from Mark Treat, Patti Quist and Melissa
Finkel in Appendix A..

Name

Contact Information

Katey Arrington

Manager, K-12 Services
Charles A. Dana Center
University of Texas at Austin
+1 512 475-6337
www.utdanacenter.org
President
Nalari Health
mark.treat@nalarihealth.com
Senior Manager, CSPD Product Management
Dell EMC | Education Services
+1 508 3469437
Patti.Quist@dell.com
Melissa.Finkel@Maryland.gov
+1 410-767-4280

Mark Treat

Patti Quist

Melissa Finkel

Technical Proposal
A) Project Approach/Methodology
1. Include a complete description of the Service Provider’s proposed approach and
methodology for the project. This section should convey Service Provider’s
understanding of the proposed project with key milestones.
As noted in our work plan (Section B), we are proposing an alternative set of deadlines.
Due to the key milestones associated with this project, we recommend following an
agile, iterative process. It has been our experience that it’s best to build the smallest
component through to completion and, for this project, it would be the topics. Even in
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an ideal planning situation, it takes time for each team to understand how to work
together, set expectations, etc.
Due to the deadlines associated with this project, there is little time for the “norming,”
“storming” and “forming” that must occur to set an optimal process flow. Thus, we
recommend each topic have its own deadline and each module be completed
concurrently. As our team hands off material to the UW reviewer(s), we move on to the
next topic. As previously noted, we use a set of online review tools which allow the
reviewer to capture comments and confirm all of their changes have been made. We
also encourage our reviewers to maintain contact through our project management
system, Teamworks, which has built-in chat and messaging systems for direct contact in
the event of problems or challenges.
An overview of the process and available resources can be found in the visuals below,
using an example from the DoDEA project previously referenced.
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B) Work Plan
1. Include all project requirements and the proposed tasks, services, activities, etc. necessary to accomplish the scope of the
project defined in this RFP. This section of the technical proposal must contain sufficient detail to convey to members of the
evaluation team the Service Provider’s knowledge of and experience working on projects similar to the work proposed in
this RFP. Include any required involvement of UW staff. The Service Provider may also present any creative approaches that
might be appropriate and may provide any pertinent supporting documentation.
As noted in Section A, we have developed a work plan for each module (below). It is projected to meet the required
deadlines if we build each model concurrently, as proposed. You may notice the final deliverable date for Topic 4 goes
beyond the dates noted in the RFP—this is largely a formality. TCP does not anticipate a two week review period, since the
subject matter experts and TCP would be reviewing and finalizing each topic throughout the project. The final period would
only then require an aggregation of all four topics into a single file. The architecture of the files (i.e. loading a single topic or a
single module) would be best determined during the planning stage (which would occur during the first week of this project).

Project Stage

Iteration

Tasks

Start
Date

End
Date

04/10/17

05/08/17

Plan: Daily Monitoring

04/10/17

05/08/17

Project Coordinator

Plan: Collaborates with PC

04/10/17

05/08/17

Learning Analyst

Plan: Manages
Instructional Tech

04/10/17

05/08/17

Learning Producer

04/10/17

04/10/17

Design: Selecting template
for storyboard

04/10/17

04/10/17

Instructional Designer

Design: Create new
images

04/10/17

04/10/17

Graphic Designer

04/11/17

04/25/17

04/11/17

04/17/17

04/11/17

04/17/17

Planning for Topic 1

Design for Topic 1

First Draft for Topic 1
Build 1
Build screens
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Instructional Technologist

Create additional images (if
applicable)

04/11/17

04/11/17

04/17/17

04/18/17

Internal QC

04/17/17

04/17/17

Instructional Designer, Internal Reviewer

Edits based on internal QC

04/18/17

04/18/17

Instructional Technologist

04/19/17

04/25/17

SME QC

04/19/17

04/24/17

SME

Edits based on SME QC

04/25/17

04/25/17

Instructional Technologist

04/26/17

05/08/17

04/26/17

05/01/17

Send out audio to be
recorded

04/26/17

04/28/17

Project Coordinator

Add audio, video & replace
stock images

05/01/17

05/01/17

Instructional Technologist

05/02/17

05/02/17

05/02/17

05/02/17

05/03/17

05/08/17

External QC

05/03/17

05/05/17

SME

Edits based on QC

05/08/17

05/08/17

Instructional Technologist

04/11/17

05/16/17

Plan: Daily Monitoring

04/11/17

05/16/17

Project Coordinator

Plan: Collaborates with PC

04/11/17

05/16/17

Learning Analyst

Plan: Manages Ins Tech

04/11/17

05/16/17

Learning Producer

04/11/17

04/11/17

Design: Selecting
templates from storyboards

04/11/17

04/11/17

Instructional Designer

Design: Create new
images

04/11/17

04/11/17

Graphic Designer

04/18/17

05/05/17

Internal QC iterations

SME QC iterations

Final Draft for Topic 1
Insert assets

Internal QC iterations
Internal QC and edits
External QC iterations

Planning for Topic 2

Design for Topic 2

First Draft for Topic 2
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Build 1

04/18/17

04/25/17

Build screens

04/18/17

04/25/17

Instructional Technologist

Create additional images (if
applicable)

04/18/17

04/18/17

Graphic Designer

04/26/17

04/27/17

Internal QC

04/26/17

04/26/17

Instructional Designer, Internal Reviewer

Edits based on internal QC

04/27/17

04/27/17

Instructional Technologist

04/28/17

05/05/17

SME QC

04/28/17

05/04/17

SME

Edits based on SME QC

05/05/17

05/05/17

Instructional Technologist

05/06/17

05/16/17

05/06/17

05/09/17

Send out audio to be
recorded

05/06/17

05/09/17

Project Coordinator

Add audio, video & replace
stock images

05/09/17

05/09/17

Instructional Technologist

05/10/17

05/11/17

Internal QC

05/10/17

05/10/17

Internal Reviewer

Edits based on QC

05/11/17

05/11/17

Instructional Technologist

05/12/17

05/16/17

External QC

05/12/17

05/16/17

SME

Edits based on QC

05/16/17

05/16/17

Instructional Technologist

04/12/17

05/23/17

Plan: Daily Monitoring

04/12/17

05/23/17

Project Coordinator

Plan: Collaborates with PC

04/12/17

05/23/17

Learning Analyst

Plan: Manages Ins Tech

04/12/17

05/23/17

Learning Producer

04/12/17

04/12/17

Design: Storyboarding

04/12/17

04/12/17

Instructional Designer

Design: Create new

04/12/17

04/12/17

Graphic Designer

Internal QC iterations

SME QC iterations

Final Draft for Topic 2
Insert assets

Internal QC iterations

External QC iterations

Planning for Topic 3

Design for Topic 3
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images
First Draft for Topic 3

04/26/17

05/15/17

04/26/17

05/03/17

Build screens

04/26/17

05/03/17

Instructional Technologist

Create additional images (if
applicable)

04/26/17

04/26/17

Graphic Designer

05/04/17

05/05/17

Internal QC

05/04/17

05/04/17

Instructional Designer, Internal Reviewer

Edits based on internal QC

05/05/17

05/05/17

Instructional Technologist

05/08/17

05/15/17

SME QC

05/08/17

05/12/17

SME

Edits based on SME QC

05/15/17

05/15/17

Instructional Technologist

05/15/17

05/23/17

05/15/17

05/17/17

Send out audio to be
recorded

05/15/17

05/16/17

Project Coordinator

Add audio, video & replace
stock images

05/17/17

05/17/17

Instructional Technologist

05/18/17

05/18/17

05/18/17

05/18/17

05/19/17

05/23/17

External QC

05/19/17

05/23/17

SME

Edits based on QC

05/23/17

05/23/17

Instructional Technologist

04/13/17

05/24/17

Plan: Daily Monitoring

04/13/17

05/24/17

Project Coordinator

Plan: Collaborates with PC

04/13/17

05/24/17

Learning Analyst

Plan: Manages Ins Tech

04/13/17

05/24/17

Learning Producer

04/13/17

04/13/17

04/13/17

04/13/17

Build 1

Internal QC iterations

SME QC iterations

Final Draft for Topic 3
Insert assets

Internal QC iterations
Internal and edits QC
External QC iterations

Planning for Topic 4

Design for Topic 4
Design: Storyboarding
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Design: Create new
images

04/13/17

04/13/17

05/04/17

05/18/17

05/04/17

05/10/17

Build screens

05/04/17

05/10/17

Instructional Technologist

Create additional images (if
applicable)

05/04/17

05/04/17

Graphic Designer

05/11/17

05/12/17

Internal QC

05/11/17

05/11/17

Instructional Designer, Internal Reviewer

Edits based on internal QC

05/12/17

05/12/17

Instructional Technologist

05/15/17

05/18/17

SME QC

05/15/17

05/17/17

SME

Edits based on SME QC

05/18/17

05/18/17

Instructional Technologist

05/19/17

05/25/17

05/19/17

05/20/17

Send out audio to be
recorded

05/19/17

05/19/17

Project Coordinator

Add audio, video & replace
stock images

05/20/17

05/20/17

Instructional Technologist

05/21/17

05/21/17

05/21/17

05/21/17

05/22/17

05/25/17

External QC

05/22/17

05/24/17

SME

Edits based on QC

05/25/17

05/25/17

Instructional Technologist

05/26/17

06/01/17

05/26/17

06/01/17

06/01/17

06/01/17

06/01/17

06/01/17

First Draft for Topic 4
Build 1

Internal QC iterations

SME QC iterations

Final Draft for Topic 4
Insert assets

Internal QC iterations
Internal QC and edits
External QC iterations

Test Iteration
Test module
Final Iteration
Final upload to LMS
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C) Risks (MANDATORY)
1. Identify potential risks that are considered significant to the success of the project.
Include how the Service Provider would propose to effectively monitor and manage
these risks, including reporting of risk to the UW’s contract manager.
Our project management system includes a risk register which is transparent to our
clients. The UW project manager would be able to monitor this on a weekly basis and
would be notified by the system if a risk has been added to the project.
The most significant risk to this project is the ability of both TCP and the UW reviewers to
meet approved timelines. The use of a commercial authoring tool that has been welltested and widely used should mitigate most technology issues.
Also, the use of templates for design in the early weeks of the project should reduce
changes to screen design, which often become roadblocks in any e-learning project.
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Cost Proposal
A) Pay Rate
TCP uses an industry accepted method of calculated price which includes:
• Estimating number of screens to build using seat time as part of that calculation.
• Estimating effort per “role” and “tasks” for a total average time per screen.
• Estimating level of interactivity indicated by the RFP.

Calculations
We are proposing three sets of prices:
1. The first is the design of templates that would be available for the build of the
modules. This would be done during the first week of the project and available to
the instructional designer and technologist during the topic design and
development stage.
2. The second price is building module 1.
3. The third is for module 2.
The following tables identify each of the requirements indicated in the RFP:
1. Hourly rate(s) (USD) of each staff person/category proposed to perform the
Scope of Work;
2. Total number of hours required to complete the work;
3. Total cost based on number of hours X hourly rate(s);
4. Any flat fee proposed to include:
a. List of exact service(s) to be performed; and
b. The hourly rate or “per unit” breakdown that quantifies how the flat fee
was established

Staff Hours for Design of Templates
We estimate a total of 240 screens (module 1 and 2). Therefore, it is estimated that
impact per screen is about $27.00 per screen. Please note these are all considered flat
fees.
Role

Hourly Rate
(USD)

# of Hours

Cost

Senior Instructional Technologist

$95

30

$ 2,254

Graphic Designer

$75

30

$ 2,840

Sr. Instructional Designer

$95

15

$ 1,420

Total Staff Hours Total Cost
75

$ 6,513
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Staff Hours for Module 1 Build
We estimate a total of 120 screens for Module 1. Therefore, it is estimated that impact
per screen is about $147.00 per screen.
Role

Hourly
Rate (USD)

# of Hours

Cost

Instructional Technologist

$38

180

$ 4,543

Graphic Designer

$75

19.2

$ 1,442

Instructional Designer

$75

30

$ 2,254

Technical Editor

$38

30

$ 1,136

Project Manager

$95

30

$ 2, 840

Learning Producer

$95

30

$ 2,840

Total Staff Hours

Total Cost

319.2

$ 17,644

Staff Hours for Module 2 Build
We estimate a total of 120 screens for Module 2. Therefore, it is predicted that impact
per screen is about $159.00. Note: The estimates for this module are slightly higher due
to information indicated in the RFP for increased interactivity.
Role

Hourly Rate (USD)

# of Hours

Cost

Instructional Technologist

$38

240

$ 6,815

Graphic Designer

$75

19.2

$ 1,442

Instructional Designer

$75

30

$ 2,254

Technical Editor

$38

30

$ 1,136

Project Manager

$95

30

$ 2,840

Learning Producer

$95

30

$ 2,840

Total Staff Hours

Total Cost

398.4

$ 20,520

Proposed Flat Fees

Expense

Rate

Quantity

Cost

Templates

$88

75

$ 6,513

Module 1

$76

319.2

$17,644

Module 2

$76

379.2

$19,915

Total

$44,072.00
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B) Costs for Subcontractors
TCP does not anticipate any subcontractors on this project.

C) Total Cost (A and B)
The table outlines all of the cost (this table is a duplicate of Proposed Flat Fees).

Total Cost

Expense

Rate

Quantity

Cost

Templates

$88

75

$ 6,513

Module 1

$76

319.2

$17,644

Module 2

$76

379.2

$19,915

Total

$44,072.00
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Appendix A: Letters of Reference

Re: Letter of Recommendation TCP Learning,
Dear Sir/Mam:
We have had the pleasure of working with TCP Learning for over 4 years and highly recommend their
services and professionalism. Nalari Health is a Remote Care provider of health services to high acuity
patient populations. We work with a number of health plans, government agencies, hospitals and other
provider organizations to deliver first class care leveraging high intensity telemedicine technology. We
deliver a new, innovative care delivery model that training and organizational change management
supports. TCP Learning has brought deep healthcare expertise and perspective to our training efforts,
helping us deliver the right services for successful programs.
We have always been completely satisfied with TCP Learning; they do an excellent job, are always
efficient, creative, and offer the most competitive rates in town. We have also partnered with TCP
Learning on several grant applications over the past four years. The folks from TCP Learning develop an
out of box thinking to answering and identifying the needs of the proposal.
I'm happy to recommend the services of TCP Learning. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me
at the address below.
Thank you for your consideration,

Mark Treat, President

235 Promenade Street 130 • Providence, Rhode Island 02908 • 401.684.1008 (office) • mark.treat@nalarihealth.com
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To Whom It May Concern:
I am pleased to recommend to you the services provided by TCP Learning. I have had
the opportunity to leverage their eLearning development and production services over
the past 10 years as a trusted resource for overflow development projects.
The services provided have always met or exceeded my expectations in timeliness,
quality and ease of doing business.
I sincerely recommend the TCP Learning for your eLearning development needs.
Sincerely,
Patricia M Quist
Patricia M Quist, VCE-CIA
Manager, VCE Global Training and Certification
1+ 508 970 8132 (O)
1+ 978 490 0688 (M)
Patti.Quist@vce.com
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To Whom it May Concern;

I am writing in reference to our work relationship with TechComm Partners Learning, with whom we
have worked for the past two years. We initially selected TechComm Partners as vendors in our Race to
the Top Project on Formative Assessment. In this project, we needed high quality, technology enhanced
professional learning modules that assist teachers in learning about formative assessment. From the
beginning of the project, TCP worked with us to address the unique needs of our learners and
constraints of our system, Blackboard.

TCP provided ongoing feedback and support while working with our LMS vendor, continually made
adjustments and changes as needed, and did so with a friendly and positive demeanor. During the life of
our project, TCP consistently delivered on time and at times, early. Since the contract has ended, TCP
has provided technical support as needed, supported the ongoing improvements and has served as
thought partner, without obligation.

I highly recommend TechComm Partners as a partner in providing services over a variety of technical
platforms. Please contact me with any comments or questions.

Melissa Spadin Finkel
Education Specialist
Division of Curriculum, Assessment and Accountability
Maryland State Department of Education
Melissa.Finkel@Maryland.gov
410-767-4280
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Appendix B: Resumes

Gertrude Mandeville, BS, MBA, CEO and Sr. Instructional
Designer
SUMMARY
•

Currently enrolled in doctoral program with concentration in Educational Media.

•

Experienced adjunct faculty with 10 years teaching in an undergraduate program including,
Marketing, Management Theory and Behavior, Organizational Behavior and Introduction to
Business (an intro course to Accounting, Economics, Management and Marketing, etc.)

•

Certified Instructor for Clark Training (www.clarktraining.com) teaching instructional design
and e-learning courses (‘based on Dr. Clark’s Book: eLearning Science of Instruction’).

•

Over 20 years as a skilled instructional designer of blended learning for information
technology, health care, professional development, sales and a variety of other audiences.

•

Experienced manager of complex, multi-disciplinary teams; highly structured, capable to
meet deadlines and efficiently manage time.

AREAS OF LEARNING EXPERTISE
Instructional Design
Instructional Technology

Instructional Writing
Structured
Learning
Learning Communities)

Environments

(LMS,

Certification Program Development
Learning
Delivery
Strategy
(Blended,
Asynchronous (e-learning, Social, Webinars,
etc.)
Learning Analysis
Performance Consulting

Project Management

EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS
Organization
Cengage Learning

Type of Project
Instructional Design for Online
Course Development

Wheelock College

Instructional Design,
Development and Delivery of
Online Curricula (Writing Skills) for
Massachusetts Teacher
Certification Exam
Competency-Based Distance
Learning

Northern Arizona University

Audience
Associate Degree and
Vocational Education
Programs (Anatomy &
Physiology, Medical Coding &
Billing)
Undergraduate students
enrolled in education major;

Multiple Disciplines: Liberal
Arts, Computer Science,
Business Management
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Texas Higher Education
Coordination Board

Learning Analysis/Project
Management/Instructional
Design

Pittsburgh Technical
Institute
LaurelTech Publishing
University of Texas at Austin,
The Charles A. Dana
Center, K-12 Group
University of Texas at Austin
The Charles A Dana Center,
Higher Education
Miami University

Instructional Design for
Vocational Courses
Assessment Writing
Online Professional
Development, Instructional
Video
Strategic consulting to improve
learning solution for higher
education faculty
Online International (508
Compliant) Distance Learning

Multiple Disciplines for an
Organizational Leadership B.S.
(Humanities, Sociology,
Spanish, Theater, Political
Science, etc.)
1 to 2 year Healthcare Majors
Healthcare: Nursing
K-12 Educators and
Leadership
Program Staff at the Center

International Students and US
Students Studying Abroad

Additional Clients
Alpha Order
ACORD
Bank of America
Cengage Learning
eMonitor
Glaxo Wellcome
Hologic, Inc
LaurelTech
Publishing
Mass General
Hospital Center
Morgan Stanley
NYU College of
Nursing
Pearson Education
and Pearson Higher
Education
Quick Compliance,
Inc.

Touchstone Crystal
Wheelock College

Blue Cross & Blue
Shield of RI
CUNA Digital
Fidelity
GE Capital
Informar Training
Partners
Lifespan, Inc,
MetLife Home Loans
MRC (McJunkin
Redman)
NYUonline
(Management Series)
PEPCO

Rhode Island
Department of
Education

Tuition Management
Systems
Z Corporation

Adayana (Abbott
Labs)
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Dun & Bradstreet
Fleet Mortgage
GE Healthcare IT
Insurance Institute of
America
New England
Medical
Metropolitan Transit
Authority (CA)
NYU College of
Dentistry
Ohio University

Athenium/US Army
Business Integrated
Solutions
EMC
GEN3
GTECH
Jones & Bartlett Learning
2

Lubrizol
Millennium
Pharmaceutical
Nalari (Telehealth)
Oxford Health Plan

PNC Global
Investment Servicing

Putnam Investments

Schneider Electric
(Formerly American

Starwood Resorts

Power Conversion)
University of Texas:
Dana Center

Wachovia/Hewitt

LEARNING TOOLS
Type
Digital Learning Environment

Tool
Volute
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Rapid Authoring Tools
Learning Management
Systems
Content Management
Desktop Tools

Virtual Classroom
ePublishing Tools
Demos and Simulations
Web Development
Project Management
Older Tools

Articulate Studio, Articulate Storyline, Adobe Captivate,
RapidBuilder, Camtasia, Raptivity, Lectora
IntraLearn, Saba, Moodle, Blackboard, Angel, Canvas,
Schoology, Cornerstone OnDemand
MindManager, SharePoint, Google Drive
Microsoft PowerPoint
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Information Mapping
WebEx, GoToMeeting, Centra, Jigsaw Meeting, Placeware,
HorizonLive, Interwise, Breeze, Adobe Presenter, iLinc
RoboHelp, Doc-to-Help, Microsoft HTML Help, Framemaker
Adobe Captivate, Viewlet Builder, Camtasia
Dreamweaver, Flash
Microsoft Project, TeamWorks
Rapid Elearning Development Tool (REDs), Iauthor, Toolbook,
Authorware Front Page, RoboDemo

EDUCATION
•

M.B.A. Management, Bryant University, Smithfield, RI

•

B.S., Nursing, Salve Regina University, Newport, RI, , Nominated to Who’s Who in American
Colleges and Universities

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
•
•

American Society of Training & Development
The eLearning Guild

•

Member of the Advisory Group for a federally funded grant - SPATE (Secondary
and Post-Secondary Articulated Education)
Chairperson for the Advisory Group for Information Technical Academy at the
Woonsocket Area Vocational Technical School and Chariho Career and Technical
Center. These academies are part of the National Academy for the Future (NAF) project.
Member of the Skills Gap Task Force for entry level IT workforce for state of RI grant.
Member of the Soft Skills Advisory Committee for RI Adult Education

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
•
•

•

Professional Development Center
•
•

Former chairperson of the “Women in Technology” committee for the
TechCollective (www.techcollective.org)
Member of the Governor’s Workforce Board Employer Advisory Group for 2013-2015
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Kayla Dilorenzo, Project Manager
Education:
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND SCIENCE | MAY 2015 | UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND

Major: Communication Studies

Minor: General Business, Public Relations

Honors and Awards:
RI State Scholarship

Dean’s List

Michael Fascitelli Scholarship

Experience:
Project Coordinator | TCP LEARNING | AUGUST – CURRENT
•

Maintained inventory of video and audio assets

•

Managed lecture capture hardware

•

Utilized closed captioning software to be 508 Compliant

•

Supervised review processes

•

Quality controlled eLearning modules

•

Made revisions to eLearning modules with Articulate Storyline 2 software

•

Task distribution to employees

•

Prioritized and juggle multiple project at once

Marketing Inter | TCP LEARNING | OCTOBER 2014 – AUGUST 2015
•

Tracked leads for an eKaylmail marketing campaign

•

Improved online presence via different forms of social media

ACQUISITIONS MEMBER| UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND LIBRARY | SEPTEMBER 2010- JANUARY 2015

· Provided customer service to patrons
· Proficient use of Microsoft Word and special databases
· Sought out answers to my supervisor’s questions in timely manner
· Worked independently and as a team
· Balanced several tasks at a time
TEAM SPORTS SALES | DICK’S SPORTING GOODS | MARCH 2013- OCTOBER 2013

· Managed multiple customers at a time
· Drove home sales
· Suggested additional products to compliment purchase
· Kept department clean and up to store standards

Skills:
Microsoft Office
Facebook

Articulate Storyline 2
Twitter

Instagram
Adobe Premier

Contactually
Scrivener
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Gail Rao, Learning Producer
Professional Summary
Accomplished Instructional Design/Training Professional with experience of more than 25 years,
including:
•
•

•
•
•

End-user Training - of users with technical and non-technical backgrounds on a variety of
applications
Curriculum Design and Development - of associates in a range of industries in the areas of
new hire, customer service, policies and procedures, product knowledge, medical
management, and selling skills
Program Development - for corporate and human resource concerns
Management - of corporate projects and trainers
Executive Training - of supervisors and managers of multi-billion dollar corporations

Employment History
2000 – present President/Consultant, Rao Design Group, Inc.
•

•
•

•

Provide instructional design services, from needs analysis to evaluation, for businesses of all
sizes that represent a variety of industries

Projects have included marketing orientation, company-wide system conversion, day
trading introductory seminar, Outlook 2007 as CRM, ILT to WBT conversion, software
documentation, QA of OSHA-compliant eLearning courses, and corporation-wide
transformation

Audiences have included real estate sales managers, support staff, and agents;
healthcare insurer staff in medical management, claims, customer service, healthcare
economics, healthplan contracting, provider operations, and underwriting departments;
telecommunications employees; building contractors; municipal employees; and
general public

Deliverables have included Facilitator Guides for facilitated workshops and instructor led
training; PowerPoint presentations (as facilitator presentations, webinars, and learner selfstudies); Participant Guides; workshop workbooks; storyboards; paper-based self-study
courses; assessments; and online continuing education courses
Provide business consulting services related to business processes, marketing, web design,
web content development, and vendor selection and management
Provide business support services

Projects have included software documentation, internet research, business plan
creation, compliance manual creation, trivia question construction, usability testing,
email marketing, and event planning
Provide graphic design services

Projects have included creation of graphics, presentations for public speakers,
brochures, websites, and sales sheets; conversion of presentations to video; and
document formatting

1998 – 2000 Consultant
Allmerica Financial
•

Documented procedures and developed end-user manuals and training for financial
services company to support the implementation of a product administration system
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Information Mapping, Inc.
•
•
•

Documented procedures and developed end-user manual for integrated communications
provider to support the implementation of a customer service system
Designed and developed end-user training for a major retailer to support the
implementation of two manufacturing systems
Adapted existing product information to a self-study format for a major financial services
company to supplement classroom training for new associates

1997 – 1998 Business Analyst ~ Training Specialist
Elcom International
For software development company (Elcom Systems)
•
•
•

Designed beginner training program for new hires and pre-sales prospects on the company,
electronic commerce, and Elcom products
Designed PowerPoint presentation on supply chain management
Conducted usability testing on the Help document for an electronic catalog

For start-up PC-based service company (ShopLink, Inc.)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Was responsible for a wide range of development tasks for first consumer CD-ROM for an
electronic commerce startup
Developed system specifications and process flows for components of the warehouse
management system and back office production system
Designed and conducted usability tests on the User Interface for the Customer Service
system
Conducted Quality Assurance tests on first two versions of software
Developed comprehensive thesaurus (knowledge database) for the software’s search
engine
Developed and documented policies and procedures as systems were designed and
implemented

1993 – 1997 Performance Support Liaison ~ Sr. Training & Development Specialist ~ HR Officer
BankBoston/BayBank
•

•
•
•

•

Managed the design, development, and implementation of performance support for the
BayBank/Bank of Boston integration by providing tools and activities that reinforced learning
beyond the classroom
Supported fellow team members in the Integration Project Office, specifically with regard to
communications and customer management
Designed bimonthly Training and Development newsletter to provide all trainers with an
update on integration activities
Designed, developed, delivered, and maintained new hire training for 300 Sales and Service
Center (SSC) phone representatives and mortgage training for SSC and branch loan
originators
Was Project Manager for construction, analysis, and scoring/reporting of tests for all training
curriculums

1986 – 1993 Manager of Associate Training ~ Coordinator of Associate Training ~ Corporate
Trainer
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Filene’s
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Developed and directed training for 33 stores in six-state region
Served as liaison between stores and corporate and as consultant for corporate program
design
Was Project Manager for Filene's/G. Fox merger; coordinated development and integration
of store policies and procedures for the new organization and developed training for 10,000
store associates and managers
Directed script and workbook production for POS video training for 33 stores and four POS
systems
Managed Regional Trainer budget and staff of eight, including Manager of POS Video/New
Stores
Was Project Manager for company-wide IBM register conversions, an NCR register installation
pilot, six store openings, customer service program, and cash office conversions
Developed and delivered targeted training programs in the areas of customer service,
inventory control, product knowledge, and selling and technical skills

Technical Knowledge (end-user)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer graphics: Illustrator, ImageReady, PaintShop Pro, Photoshop, SnagIt
Constant Contact
Information Mapping’s Formatting Solutions
WebEx
Microsoft Office: Access, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, Publisher, Visio, Word
WBT authoring: Learning Environment to Accelerate Performance (LEAP)
Web design and development: Acrobat, Dreamweaver, HTML, WordPress

Awards and Commendations
•

•
•

•
•

Received recommendations and endorsements from a variety of LinkedIn connections
(www.linkedin.com/in/gailrao); accepted as member in LinkedIn group, “Top
Recommended People”
Received two BankBoston "Service Star" awards from peers for demonstrating teamwork,
initiative, integrity, and diversity
Received BayBank "Training Triumph" award three times: for curriculum design, course
development, and performance as acting manager of Sales and Service Center training
department
Received highest rating of "5 - Exceptional" on 1995 BayBank Performance Appraisal
Won Filene’s "Best of 1987 Award" and "Team Project Award, 1989" for company-wide register
conversions

Industry Experience and Employers/Clients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking and financial services (American National Insurance, BankBoston, BayBank,
Prudential Financial)
Communications (AT&T, Network Plus)
Consulting (Information Mapping, Inc.)
Day trading (MyTradingClub.net)
E-commerce (Elcom Systems, ShopLink, Inc.)
Education (Rhode Island Department of Education)
Energy management (Schneider Electric)
Executive coaching (Beyond Boardroom Doors, Joy Pecchia International)
Human services (Alternatives Unlimited)
Insurance (Allmerica Financial, American National Insurance, CIGNA HealthCare,
Neighborhood Health Plan of RI)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical devices (Boston Scientific)
Non-profit (Executive Women's Golf Association, Fletcher Woods II Condominium Association,
Medway Business Council)
Publishing (Global Advances in Health and Medicine)
Residential real estate (Prudential Page Realty)
Retail (Avon, Filene's, Paramount Industries, Shear Magic)
Software development and services (Hawkeye Government Solutions)

Education
•
•
•
•

B.A. in Psychology, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C., 1981
Developing Procedures, Policies & Documentation certificate, Information Mapping,
Waltham, MA, 1996
Computer Graphics and Web Design certificate, Clark University's Computer Career Institute,
Framingham, MA, 1999
Web Master certificate, Clark University's Computer Career Institute, Framingham, MA, 2000
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Jon Bergeron, Instructional Technologist
Summary of Qualifications
Highly motivated and innovative student of technology offering a background in the
multimedia development of training, including e-learning course development,
video/digital asset production, and multimedia management for training and instructional
purposes. Adept at integrating technology into online learning environments to enhance
training programs.

Technology Skills
•
•
•
•

Adobe Acrobat
Audio/Video Editing and
Production: Audacity
Authoring Tools: Articulate Studio
and Storyline, Adobe Captivate
Microsoft Office: Word, Excel,
Access, PowerPoint

•

•

Social Networking and Web 2.0:
Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, Wikis,
Forums
Instructional Technology : LMS
(Blackboard, Canvas, IntraLearn)

Experience
TechComm Partners, Inc. Smithfield, RI
2012 – Present
Instructional Technologist
• Produce technical content for e-learning/online courses for educational settings
(K-12, university)
• Produce performance support resources in print, graphical, and multimedia
formats
• Support course delivery via LMS and social media

Education
Community College of Rhode Island
• Enrolled in Associate degree program in Computer and Networking Technology
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Corey Smiley, Graphic Designer
EDUCATION:
New England Institute of Technology
1 New England Tech Boulevard
East Greenwich, RI 02818
Date of Graduation: March, 2013
Degree: Associates Degree in Graphics, Multimedia and Web Design
EXPERIENCE:
Employment:
Techcomm-Partners
1 Thurber Boulevard
Smithfield, RI 02917
(401) 232-9060
Employed: December 2009 to Present
Duties: Working on E-Learning Projects and other tasks requiring
work in various programs such as the Microsoft, Articulate, and
Adobe suite’s.
SKILLS:
Technology:
Adobe Photoshop CS6, Illustrator CS6, Dreamweaver CS6, Flash
CS6, After Effects CS6, In Design CS6, Bridge CS6, QuarkXPress,
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Lightwave 3D Modeler and
Layout, Final Cut Pro, and Soundtrack Pro.
Skilled in HTML, XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, and some knowledge of
PHP coding.
Design:
Web Design, Graphic Design, Typography, Corporate Branding,
Logo Design, Flash and 3D Animation, 3D Modeling, Digital
Illustration, Photo Retouching/Editing, and Photography.
HONORS/DISTINCTIONS:
•
•

Member of SkillsUSA since 2008
First place state competitor, SkillsUSA, Web Design, 2010-2011 Outstanding Senior
Award – WACTC – Academy of Information Technology and Game Design
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Jonathan Mandeville, Sr. Instructional Technologist
Results-focused and dynamic professional, with diverse experience directing all aspects of
eLearning development. Proficient in development and facilitation of employee training
programs and e-learning contents, ensuring staff are updated with the latest technology,
technical and corporate programs. Innovative and analytical, adept in applying the latest
instructional techniques to a corporate training program. Proactive with excellent interpersonal
and communication skills, experienced in working with different teams and personalities
including clients and vendors as well as working on own initiative.
Core Competencies
Operations Management • Employee Training & Development • Curriculum Design • Training
Resource Development • eLearning • Learning Management System • Public Speaking •
Presentation & Communication
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
TCP Learning

11/2000 - Present

Sr. Instructional Designer
Planned, managed and developed e-learning as well as the conversion of a number of
instructor-led courses (over 4000 hours of seat time) to blended e-learning programs for students
located in different geographical areas using both synchronous and asynchronous elements.
This process includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designing the courses along with managing and participating in the development of the
content, multimedia, simulations, audio, assessments and final production
Participating in the development of objectives for a certification program for customers
and revising related courses to meet these objectives
Producing elearning material using Articulate and creating interactive elements using
Captivate, Camtasia and Flash
Developing whitboard training for pre sales people using VideoScribe
Training new IDs on processes and the role of the ID in the organization
Training SMEs and new IDs on how to use multi-media technology

Sample of Clients
Voltaire • Burlington,MA
Instructional Designer/Consultant
• Helped a high tech startup company with no training department develop elearning
courses
• Worked with subject matter experts to create 35 hours of online training using
captivate.
• Created a development framework and processes for each part of the development
cycle so they could quickly grow their training department..Cengage Learning •
Clifton park,NY
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Instructional Designer
• Instructional Designer on the conversion of nursing textbooks into 500 hours of
eLearning.
• Worked with remote subject matter experts to complete this conversion.
• Created content to include a mix of interactive elements using Articulate Engage and
Captivate.
• Re-wrote objectives and content to create functional e-learning material.
TouchStone Cystal Company • Warwick,RI
Instructional Designer
• Created over 40 hours of e-learning in for sales consultants.
• Responsible for the instructional design, storyboarding of content and creation of
assessment questions.
• Created software and role play simulations using Captivate and produced all the
courseware using Articulate.
AME Learning • Ladera Ranch, CA
Instructional Designer
• Created 30 hours of software simulations to train loan
officers on a mortgage company’s new system.
• Developed these simulations using Captivate, Snag It and
Camtasia.
• Developed over 50 hours of e-learning for real estate
brokers. Responsible for creating and storyboarding
content in Microsoft word.
• Worked with multiple developers using a Groove
workspace.
EDUCATION AND CREDENTIALS
Bryant University
BA marketing
SKILLS/Tools
Articulate (Presenter, Storyline, Engage,
SABA
Quizmaker)
Sharepoint
Adobe (Flash, Photoshop, Captivate,
SoftSim
Acrobat)
Groove
Camtasia
Documentum eroom
SoundForge
Viewlit Builder
Microsoft Office
RapidBuiler
Microsoft Project
IntraLearn
Toolbook
Centra
SnagIt
Microsoft Live Meeting
Blackboard
Microsoft Silverlight
VideoScribe
WebEx
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